OPEN FOR LIVING SPACES AND LIFE DREAMS
Interior doors for a beautiful home

» DOORS WITH GLAZING

» DESIGN DOORS

» COUNTRY HOUSE DOORS

Fig. Title page:
Design door view type 2211,
EiC 474 decor (platinum oak
cross), Satinato glazing
(see also page 16 et seq.)
Fig. on this page:
PortaLit® decor BB 360
(modern pear)
The figures may contain
colour deviations due to the
printing process.
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WestaLack

PortaLit
arctic white

arctic white

classic white

classic white

solid white

white lacquer

sand

white ash pore

pine white

pine white cross

coco bolo white
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larch white

MEGA
TREND
WHITE

Whether simple, straight or classically
playful – white doors are absolutely in
vogue and harmonise perfectly with all
modern home interior styles.

Choose your personal favourite from a
harmonious spectrum of light colours,
from pure whites to elegant beiges. Set
a natural accent with light wood colours
or emphasise the functionally modern
character of your door with arctic white
or classic white.

PortaLit® door LAE 246 (larch white)
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Completely natural:
Our plastic-coated doors with
high-pressure surface coating

PortaLit

SEEING
AND
FEELING
All of our PortaLit® plastic doors are
resistant to wear. For decades, this
high-pressure surface finish has proved
itself time and again under extreme
conditions.

soft touch
A surface with a matt gloss,
soft as silk yet extremely
wear-resistant.
Dust simply slides away.

classic touch
A classic for single-colour doors
for many years. Feels like
precious parchment,
extremely hard-wearing
and yet functional and lively.

And it will continue to do so, only from
now on it will be even more pleasant to
the touch. The popular soft touch and
classic touch surface finishes will now
be joined by the velvety feel of nature
touch.
Find out for yourself – PortaLit® doors
not only look good, they also feel good
and are easy to clean.

Welcome to our product world!

You will find detailed information on
PortaLit® finishes on page 62 et seq.
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classic touch
The classic finish for a tried and tested
wood grained look. The fine grain
emphasises its wood character and
makes an especially authentic impression.
Extremely wear-resistant like all
Portalit® finishes.

nature touch
Our new finish feels as natural
as freshly sanded and waxed wood.
Easy to grip and woody, with
a guaranteed ‘well being effect’.

Vision panel door LA-KR in PortaLit® BU 336 (kent beech), clear glazing, glassbead in stainless steel
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»	RECTANGULAR AND
ROUND GLAZING

8

»	GLAZING WITH
MUNTINS

» VIEW

INSIGHTS – OUTLOOKS | DOORS WITH GLAZING
Our translucent interior doors offer surprising, new insights and
outlooks. The striking designs refine the interior of any room and
make dark rooms wonderfully bright and cosy. These charming
eye-catchers will transform your living space into a light-flooded
oasis where you can relax and escape from your everyday routine.
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GLAZING | RECTANGULAR AND ROUND

Vision panel door LA-3 in Portalit® A 223 (classic white), Satinato glazing

With their plain elegance and straight lines, these
interior doors feature impressive rectangular vision
panels with a modern feeling. Set individual accents
and choose between simple clear or attractive
textured glass.

Door leaf cores honeycomb,
tubular chip web, hollow
chipboard, solid chipboard
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Door edge designs
see page 67

Find all colours, woods, models and glass options in
this series at www.westag-tueren-konfigurator.de

| Type LA-1000 |

| Type LA-DIN |

| Type LA-100 |

| Type LA-40 |

clear glazing

clear glazing

clear glazing

clear glazing

| Type LA-1 |

| Type LA-1D |

| Type LA-1B |

| Type LA-18-21.5 |

clear glazing

clear glazing

clear glazing

clear glazing

| Type LA-3 1) |

| Type LA-3Q 1) |

clear glazing

clear glazing

| Type LA-KR |
350
clear glazing

Rebate designs
rebated, flush closing

Glassbeads for LA-KR
are only available in
the PortaLit® and
WestaLack@ finishes.
Available decors or
finishes: classic white
(RAL 9010), arctic
white (RAL 9016), light
grey (RAL 7035),
maple, beech, oak,
redwood, stainless
steel and aluminium.
Door leaf core: hollow
chipboard and solid
chipboard.

1)


Glassbeads
in the
PortaLit® A 222, A 223,
A 242, A 402, A 337,
A 446, A 411, ES 242,
EiP 473, Pi 11, AH 74
and BU 88 decors.
DekoRit® DE 24, DE 74
and DE 88 and
Westalack® classic white
(RAL 9010) and arctic
white (RAL 9016).

Finish options
See our entire finish collection
starting on page 54
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GLAZING OPTIONS | MUNTINS

| LA-DIN |

| LA-DIN |

muntin 1

muntin 2

clear glazing

clear glazing

| LA-DIN |

| LA-DIN |

| LA-DIN |

muntin 5

muntin 3

muntin 4

clear glazing

clear glazing

clear glazing

| LA-1 |

| LA-1 |

muntin 1.1

muntin 1.2

design glazing

design glazing

Other designs are
available on request.
| LA-1 |
muntin 1.3
design glazing

Door leaf cores
hollow chipboard,
solid chipboard
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Door edge designs
see page 67

Vision panel door LA-1 with muntin 1.1 in WestaLack® classic white (RAL 9010),
clear glazing alternating with sandblasted glass

Classical muntins create a friendly atmosphere.
Perfectly finished vision panels allow you to
turn individual ideas into reality. Experience the
interplay of clear and sandblasted glass panels.

Rebate designs
rebated,
flush closing

Muntin designs
PortaLit® A 222, A 223, A 242, AH 74, BU 88, DekoRit® DE 74, DE 88, WestaLife®
maple, beech, oak and WestaLack® classic white (RAL 9010) and arctic white (RAL
9016) on page 54 et seq.
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VIEW | DOORS WITH CURVED INLAY

| Type 2302 |

| Type 2303 |

| Type 2304-1LB |

| Type 2304-2LB |

motif Haldis

Satinato

Satinato

Satinato

negative

| Type 2300 |

| Type 2301 |

motif Double Liner

motif Lines
negative

Fig. in PortaLit® PiC 11 (light pine cross)
You will find the entire glazing collection
including sandblasted motifs on page 64
et seq.
View colours, woods, models
and glass options in this series at
www.westag-tueren-konfigurator.de

Door leaf cores
solid chipboard
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Door edge designs
see page 67

View door type 2302 in PortaLit® PiC 11 (light pine cross) with Satinato glazing

Our inlays provide even more extraordinary insights into
out-of-the-way spaces. Modern doors with elegantly
curved glass are attractive and versatile. You can also
choose your favourite motif from our wide range of
glazing options to add a personal touch to your doors.

Rebate options
rebated
flush closing

Finish options
see our entire finish collection
on page 54 et seq.
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VIEW | DOORS WITH LINEAR INLAYS

View door Type 2211, flush closing with hidden hinges
in PortaLit® EiP 473 (oak sicilia) with Satinato glazing

These modern, eye-catching design doors with
inlays are available in a variety of colours and
types. Whether you choose a horizontal or vertical
orientation, you’ll create extraordinary highlights
with these models.

Door leaf cores
solid chipboard
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Door edge designs
see page 67

Fig. in PortaLit® EiP 473
(oak sicilia).
You will find the entire
glazing collection including
sandblasted motifs on page
64 et seq. View all colours,
woods, models and glass
options in this series at
www.westag-tuerenkonfigurator.de

| Type 2201 |
motif Diskret
negative

| Type 2209 |
motif Ballade

Rebate options
rebated
flush closing

| Type 2203 |
motif Curves

| Type 2202 |
motif 3 x 9

| Type 2211 |
Satinato

| Type 2204 |
motif Metropol
Berlin

| Type 2212 |
Mastercarree

Finish options
see our entire finish collection
on page 54 et seq.
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VIEW | FRAMED GLASS DOORS

| Type 2100 |

| Type 2100 |

motif Spoleto

motif Taro

| Type 2100 |

| Type 2100 |

| Type 2100 |

motif Fourliner

motif Taveno

motif Oban

| Type 2100 |

| Type 2100 |

motif Straight

motif Spider
negative

Fig. in PortaLit® BU 88
(flowery beech).
You will find the entire
glazing collection including
sandblasted motifs on page
64 et seq.
View all paints, woods,
models and glass options in
| Type 2100 |

| Type 2100 |

| Type 2100 |

2 Lines negative

motif Leaves

motif Picco Lines

this series at www.westagtueren-konfigurator.de

Door leaf cores
solid chipboard
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Door edge designs
see page 67

®
View door Type 2000 in PortaLit EiC 727 (amber
Viewoak
door
cross)
Typewith
2100
3 xin9PortaLit
negative
EiC
glazing
727
(amber oak cross) with 3 x 9 negative glazing

Create a positive outlook!
These framed glass doors expand the boundaries
in door design and fill rooms with an abundance of
light. This creates an open, transparent atmosphere of
comfort and well-being. The solution is crystal clear.

Rebate options
rebated
flush closing

Finish options
see our entire finish collection
on page 54 et seq.
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» ANTEA

20

» VARIO

» PLANO

» STYLE

» LINEO

» CROSS

» WESTALINE

» SMARTLINE

SIMPLY UNIQUE | DESIGN DOORS
Do you need doors that reflect your own unique, modern
style? Are you looking for doors that say something special?
Our design doors offer the perfect solution with a series of
designs whose contemporary style is impressively elegant
and individual. Be seduced by the variety of designs and
transform your rooms with these exquisite models.
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ANTEA | DESIGN DOORS WITH SIMPLE FRAMES

The ‘Antea‘ door is plain, straight and functional. Its
filigree frame evokes classical doors.
Its charm lies in just this combination, which is why the
‘Antea‘ door adds a harmonious touch to living spaces
inspired by Scandinavia or Asia – or to a traditional,
classical ambiance.
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| Type 8101D |

| Type 8101DS |

clear glazing

clear glazing

| Type 8201D |

| Type 8201DS |

| Type 8301D |

| Type 8301DS |

panel

panel

groove

groove

Door leaf core
Type 8101/8201
frame with glass/
panel

Door leaf cores Type 8301
hollow chipboard,
solid chipboard with
grooved joints

Door edge designs
see page 67

Antea doors Type 8201D in WestaLack® arctic white (RAL 9016)
as panel doors and Type 8101D in arctic white (RAL 9016)
with
clear
glazing,
Antea door in WestaLack® arctic white
(RAL
9016)
withflush
clearclosing
glazingwith
and hidden
as panelhinges
door

D = Handle only
DS = Handle and keyhole rosette

Rebate options
flush closing

Finish options
WestaLack® classic white (RAL 9010) and arctic white (RAL 9016) and the
agate (RAL 7015), ferrum (RAL 7047), cement (RAL 7004) and
macchiato (RAL Design 060 60 05) trend finishes, see page 61
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VARIO | DESIGN ELEMENT WITH INTERESTING ACCENTS

Vario door-set in WestaLack® classic white (RAL 9010), frame decor TN 543 apple green,
special version without keyhole

Door leaf cores
hollow chipboard,
solid chipboard
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Door edge designs
see page 67

‘Vario’ means variable, convertible and flexible. This
design element will turn your simple door into a real
eye-catcher. Would you like to bring your door to life
in colours that match your own decorating style? With
our ‘Vario’ design element, you’ll set new accents in
the living space of your dreams.
| TN 543 |

| A 446 |

| A 609 |

| A 411 |

Frame insert on top in WestaLack classic white. Also
available in the following decors: apple green (TN 543),
cement (A 446), cherry red (A 609) and agate (A 411),
see figure on the right
| Pi 11 |

| EiP 356 |

Frame insert on top in walnut noce (NU 736).
Also available in the decors light pine (Pi 11) and oak
italia (EiP 356), see figure on the right

Frame look on both sides. Groove insert colour is to
one side only (pull side – as per large photo). Door
leaf and beadings are also available in trend
lacquering.
You will find all the colours and models in this series
at www.westag-tueren-konfigurator.de

Rebate options
rebated

Finish options
WestaLack® classic white (RAL 9010) and arctic white (RAL 9016) and also available
in the trend finishes agate (RAL 7015), ferrum (RAL 7047), cement (RAL 7004) and
macchiato (RAL Design 060 60 05), see page 61
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PLANO | DESIGN ELEMENTS WITH RESTRAINED ELEGANCE

Plano door-set in WestaLack® classic white (RAL 9010), special version without keyhole

Door leaf core options
hollow chipboard, solid
chipboard
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Door edge designs
see page 67

With this design element, you’ll cast magical
shadows on cool walls. Above the door, a slightly
broader architrave gives the element a modern
look and restrained elegance. As it tapers towards
the wall, the design element’s timeless look is
completely convincing.

The broad frame crosspiece contributes to an interesting overall
visual effect. Fine shadow joints enhance the element with elegant
structures.

In line with the simple elegance of this door-set, we recommend
using a door leaf without a keyhole.

Also available as inlay door in models 2100,
2201, 2202 and 2203, see page 16 et seq.
Frame look on both sides.

Rebate options
flush closing

Finish options
WestaLack® classic white (RAL 9010),
see page 61
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STYLE | DESIGN DOORS WITH A 3D SURFACE

Are you ready for unexpected sensory experiences?
Touching our unique, high-quality ‘Style’ door surfaces
will be a new experience for you. Lively, softly emerging patterns transform these doors into extravagant
fixtures that can be perfectly integrated into your
living space.

| Cappio |
decor PortaLit® A 446 (cement)

| Straight |
decor PortaLit® A 446 (cement)

| Ornamento |
decor PortaLit® A 446 (cement)

| Freestyle |
decor PortaLit® A 446 (cement)

| A 222 |
arctic white

| A 337 |
macchiato

The surface finishes
shown above are on a
scale of 1:6. Available in

| A 223 |
classic
white

| A 446 |
cement
| A 411 |
agate

the decors on the left.
You will find all the
colours and models in
this series at
www.westag-tuerenkonfigurator.de

Door leaf cores
hollow chipboard, solid
chipboard
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Door edge designs
see page 67

Style door with motif Cappio in PortaLit® A 411 (agate)

Rebate options
rebated
flush closing

Finish options
PortaLit® A 222, A 223, A 337, A 446 and A 411,
see page 54 et seq.
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LINEO | DOORS WITH STRIP INSERTS IN STAINLESS STEEL LOOK

Lineo door Type 3504-LB in Portalit® A 337 (macchiato), Satinato glazing

For a cool, sophisticated look, we recommend this
linear design door. This door’s elegant, versatile
material mix is a real eye-catcher. This high quality
series will give a very special, modern look to your
living space.

Door leaf cores
hollow chipboard, solid
chipboard
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Door edge designs
see page 67

Find all colours, woods, models and glass options in
this series at www.westag-tueren-konfigurator.de

| Type 3501 |

| Type 3502 |

| Type 3503 |

| Type 3501-LB |

| Type 3502-LB |

| Type 3503-LB |

motif 3 x 9

motif Taveno

motif Diskret
negative

| Type 3504 |

| Type 3505 |

| Type 3506 |

| Type 3504-LB |

| Type 3505-LB-Q |

| Type 3505-LB |

Metropol Leipzig

motif Spider

motif Fourliner

negative

Rebate options
rebated
flush closing

Finish options
Finish collections PortaLit® and WestaLack® classic white (RAL 9010) and arctic white
(RAL 9016), also available in the trend finishes agate (RAL 7015), ferrum (RAL 7047),
cement (RAL 7004) and macchiato (RAL Design 060 60 05), see page 54 et seq.
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CROSS | DOOR WITH MODERN DECOR PATTERNS

PortaLit® PiC 230

PortaLit® PiC 11

PortaLit® PiC 44

pine white cross

DekoRit® DEC 11

DekoRit® DEC 44

pine white cross

pine grey cross

PortaLit® EiC 424

PortaLit® EiC 397

PortaLit® NUC 736

platinum oak

black oak

walnut noce

cross

cross

cross

Also available as a door with glazing.
The decors PiC 230, PiC 11, DEC 11,
PiC 44, DEC 44, EiC 397, EiC 424 and
EiC 727 are only available with vision
panels LA-KR and LA-1 as well as with
all inlays. Decor NUC 736 is only
PortaLit® EiC 727

available with transom types 2202

amber oak cross

and 2302.
You will find all woods, models and
glass options in this series at
www.westag-tueren-konfigurator.de
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Door leaf core options
honeycomb, tubular chip
web, hollow chipboard,
solid chipboard

Door edge designs
see page 67

Cross door with inlay Type 2302 in PortaLit® NUC 736 (walnut noce cross) with horizontal and vertical veneer patterns, Satinato glazing

A real eye-catcher. The combination of horizontal and
vertical veneer patterns gives this door an exclusive
look. It can be coordinated to your personal interior
design.

Rebate options
rebated
flush closing

Finish options
Finish collection PortaLit® EiC 424 (platinum oak cross), EiC 727 (amber oak cross),
EiC 397 (black oak cross), NUC 736 (walnut noce cross), PiC 11 (light pine cross),
PiC 230 (pine white cross), PiC 44 (pine grey cross) or DekoRit® DEC 11 (light pine
cross) and DEC 44 (pine grey cross)
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WESTALINE | ALL COLOURS AT A GLANCE

| Type 2505 |
WestaLack® classic
white, RAL 9010

| Type 2505 |

| Type 2505 |

WestaLack® arctic white

WestaLack®

RAL 9016

ferrum RAL 7047

| Type 2505 |
WestaLack®
cement RAL 7004

The V-joint creates a
restrained, yet modern effect.

You will find all paints,
models and glass options
| Type 2505 |

| Type 2505 |

WestaLack® macchiato

WestaLack® agate

RAL Design 060 60 05

RAL 7015

in this series at
www.westag-tuerenkonfigurator.de

Door leaf cores
hollow chipboard, solid
chipboard
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Door edge designs
see page 67

Westaline doors 2505-LB-Q with inlay in sandblasted glazing Metropol Dortmund and Type 2505 in WestaLack® trend lacquering agate (RAL 7015)

Fresh and lively yet discreetly timeless, the modern
colours of our ‘Westaline’ door series radiate serenity.
Stylish groove textures set harmonious accents and
have a visually relaxing effect. Let your cares fade
away.

Rebate options
rebated
flush closing

Finish options
WestaLack® classic white (RAL 9010) and arctic white (RAL 9016), also available in
the trend finishes agate (RAL 7015), ferrum (RAL 7047), cement (RAL 7004) and
macchiato (RAL Design 060 60 05), see page 61.
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WESTALINE | DOORS WITH GROOVING SERIES 2500

Westaline door Type 2508 in WestaLack® classic white (RAL 9010)

This door uses simple means to create a lasting
impression. Its features are modern, yet classically
elegant. The lacquering speaks a universal language
which compliments any colour. Even dark rooms
become bright and inviting with the optional
sidelights. With this door, every room can have
a pleasant atmosphere.

Door leaf cores
hollow chipboard, solid
chipboard
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Door edge designs
see page 67

| Type 2501 |

| Type 2502 |

| Type 2503 |

| Type 2504 |

| Type 2501-LB |

| Type 2502-LB |

| Type 2503-LB |

| Type 2504-LB |

clear glazing

clear glazing

clear glazing

motif Spider

| Type 2505 |

| Type 2507 |

| Type 2508 |

| Type 2509 |

| Type 2511 |

| Type 2510 |

The V-joint creates a restrained,
yet modern effect.

You will find the entire
glazing collection, including
sandblasted motifs,
on page 64 et seq.
You will find all colours,
models and glass options
in this series at

Rebate options
rebated
flush closing

| Type 2505-LB |

| Type 2505-LB-Q |

| Type 2507-LB-Q |

motif Fourliner

motif

clear glazing with

Metropol Munich

grooving

www.westag-tuerenkonfigurator.de

Finish options
WestaLack® classic white (RAL 9010) and arctic white (RAL 9016), also available in
the trend finishes agate (RAL 7015), ferrum (RAL 7047), cement (RAL 7004) and
macchiato (RAL Design 060 60 05), see page 61.
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SMARTLINE | DOORS WITH EMBOSSED
GROOVES

| Type 5505-LA-1 |
white lacquer (RAL 9010)
clear glazing

| Type 5505 |

| Type 5505-LA-1D |

white lacquer (RAL 9010)

white lacquer (RAL 9010)
clear glazing

| Type 5505-LA-1B |
white lacquer (RAL 9010)
clear glazing

The embossed groove makes
interesting highlights and
gives the door leaf a modern,
design-oriented look.

Door leaf cores
hollow chipboard, solid
chipboard
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Door edge designs
see page 67

Smartline Type 5505 in WestaLack® white lacquer (RAL 9010)

With its four simple embossed grooves, the Smartline
door is a design highlight. The horizontal lines of the
white lacquer finish give the door the fascinating look
of timeless modernity.

Rebate options
rebated
flush closing

Finish option
WestaLack® white lacquer (RAL 9010)
see page 61
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» PROVENCE

40

» SOMERSET

» HIGHLAND

COSINESS WITH STYLE | COUNTRY HOUSE DOORS
Do you long for pure relaxation and an escape from the stress of everyday
life? Thanks to the combination of traditional shapes and classical styles,
our Country House doors turn every room into a cosy, relaxing
environment. The various models fill rooms with warmth and create
a friendly atmosphere. A perfect combination for your wellbeing.
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PROVENCE | ALL COLOURS AT A GLANCE

Provence door type 4004-2LA in WestaLack® trend finish ferrum (RAL 7047) with clear glazing

We are versatile! The new colours of our classical
‘Provence’ door series are in line with the trend to
muted tones and are an outstanding match for today’s
interiors. Harmonious contrasts create satisfying
transitions, giving rooms a soft, welcoming touch.
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Dimensions
Special dimensions
available on request,
see page 74

Door leaf core option
honeycomb (not for
LA types), solid chipboard

Door edge designs
see page 67

| Type 4004 |

| Type 4004 |

| Type 4004 |

WestaLack® arctic

WestaLack® classic

WestaLack® ferrum

white, RAL 9016

white, RAL 9010

RAL 7047

| Type 4004 |

| Type 4004 |

WestaLack®

WestaLack®

cement

macchiato

RAL 7004

RAL Des. 060 60 05

You will find all paints, models
and glass options in this series
at www.westag-tuerenkonfigurator.de

| Type 4004 |
WestaLack® agate
RAL 7015

Rebate options
rebated
flush closing

Finish options
WestaLack® classic white (RAL 9010) and arctic white (RAL 9016), also available
in the agate (RAL 7015), ferrum (RAL 7047), cement (RAL 7004) and macchiato
(RAL Design 060 60 05) trend finishes, see page 61.
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PROVENCE | DOORS WITH STRAIGHT PROFILES SERIES 4002

| Type 4002 |

| Type 4002-LA |

| Type 4002-LA |

motif Palmette

motif Rosette

| Type 4002-LA |

| Type 4002-LA |

motif Leaves

motif Spider
negative

You will find all paints,
models and glass options
in this series at
www.westag-tuerenkonfigurator.de

| Type 4002-LA |

| Type 4002-LA |

muntin 3

muntin 4

clear glazing

clear glazing

| Type 4002-LA |

| Type 4002-LA |

muntin 10

muntin 11

motif Romantica

motif Imperial

neg.
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Dimensions
Special dimensions
available on request,
see page 74

Door leaf core option
honeycomb (not for
LA types), solid chipboard

Door edge designs
see page 67

Provence doors Type 4002 and Type 4002-LA in WestaLack® classic white (RAL 9010) with Rosette negative glazing

‘Home is not just a place – it’s a feeling.’ Our classic
white ‘Provence’ doors create a relaxed atmosphere.
The straight lines go hand in hand with modern and
classical interior designs. Enjoy the gentle light of the
morning sun shining through the vision panel. Feel at
home.

Rebate options
rebated
flush closing

Finish options
WestaLack® classic white (RAL 9010) and arctic white (RAL 9016), also available
in the agate (RAL 7015), ferrum (RAL 7047), cement (RAL 7004) and macchiato
(RAL Design 060 60 05) trend finishes, see page 61.
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PROVENCE | DOORS WITH STRAIGHT PROFILES SERIES 4003/4004
High ceilings and large windows in combination with
massive pieces of furniture and fine materials create
a very elegant effect. Our ‘Provence’ Country House
doors will immediately add a cosy yet elegant touch
to your home. Our frame applications also harmonise
with this dignified look. And there’s always the smart
assortment of extras available for Provence doors in all
WestaLack® colours.

| Type 4004 |

| Type 4004 |

with type Classic frame application

with type Country House frame application

Frame applications

| Type 4003 |

available for one or

| Type 4003-LA |
motif Imperial

both sides of the door.
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Dimensions
Special dimensions
available on request,
see page 74

Door leaf core option
honeycomb (not for
LA types), solid chipboard

Door edge designs
see page 67

Provence door Type 4004 in WestaLack® classic white (RAL 9010) with type Classic frame application

| Type 4004 |

| Type 4004-2LA |

| Type 4004-2LA |

| Type 4004-2LA |

| Type 4004-LA |

| Type 4004-LA |

clear glazing

motif Lotus

muntin 12

motif Classico

muntin 6

muntin 7

clear glazing

negative

clear glazing

clear glazing

Rebate options
rebated
flush closing

| Type 4004-LA |

Finish options
WestaLack® classic white (RAL 9010) and arctic white (RAL 9016) and also available
in the trend finishes ferrum (RAL 7047), cement (RAL 7004), agate (RAL 7015) and
macchiato (RAL Design 060 60 05), see page 61
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PROVENCE | DOORS WITH STRAIGHT PROFILES SERIES 4001/4004-Q

Provence door Type 4004-Q in WestaLack® classic white (RAL 9010)
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Dimensions
Special dimensions
available on request,
see page 74

Door leaf core option
honeycomb (not for
LA types), solid chipboard

Door edge designs
see page 67

| Type 4004-Q-2LA |

| Type 4004-Q-LA |

| Type 4004-Q-LA |

| Type 4001-LA |

clear glazing

motif Noblesse

muntin 14 clear

muntin 1

glazing

clear glazing

| Type 4004-Q-2LA |

| Type 4004-Q-2LA |

| Type 4004-Q-2LA |

| Type 4001-LA |

motif

motif Corner

muntin 13

motif Leaves

Lotus

clear glazing

| Type 4004-Q-3LA |

| Type 4004-Q-LA |

| Type 4004-Q-LA |

| Type 4004-Q-LA|

clear glazing

muntin 15

muntin 15

motif Type

motif Letter

motif Anemone

The classical model among the Country House doors:
The linear geometry creates a warm atmosphere and
radiates tranquility and cosiness. Depending on the
combination you require, this door can also have a
modern, fresh look. Profiled frames (classic white
RAL 9010 only) and muntins add the finishing touch
to your country house style.

Rebate options
rebated
flush closing

| Type 4004-Q |

You can find all
glazing motifs in
the ‘Provence’ series
in our ‘Living Space
Collection’ brochure
or at www.westagtueren-konfigurator.de

Finish options
WestaLack® classic white (RAL 9010) and arctic white (RAL 9016) and also available
in the trend finishes ferrum (RAL 7047), cement (RAL 7004), agate (RAL 7015) and
macchiato (RAL Design 060 60 05), see page 61
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PROVENCE | ARCHED DOORS SERIES 4001-B/4002-B

| Type 4002-B |

| Type 4002-B-LA |

| Typ 4002-B-LA |

motif Florale

motif Noblesse

negative

negative

| Type 4002-B-LA |

| Type 4002-B-LA |

muntin 8

muntin 9

motif Classico neg.

motif Romantica neg.

| Type 4002-B-LA |

| Type 4002-B-LA |

motif Rosette

muntin 5
clear glazing

Select a rounded or profiled
frame to complement the
door leaf.
You will find all paints, models
and glass options in this series
at www.westag-tueren-
konfigurator.de
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Dimensions
Special dimensions
available on request,
see page 74

| Type 4001-B-LA |
clear glazing

| Type 4001-B-LA |
muntin 2
clear glazing

Door leaf core option
honeycomb (not for
LA types), solid chipboard

Door edge designs
see page 67

Provence door Type 4002-B-LA with muntin 8 in WestaLack® classic white (RAL 9010), Romantica sandblasted glazing, profiled door frame P1

Make yourself comfortable and let this door’s
authentic, cosy design convince you. The sweeping
lines develop their own particular charm and white
provides a multitude of combination options. Enjoy
the beautiful country house look of this door.

Rebate options
rebated
flush closing

Finish options
WestaLack® classic white (RAL 9010) and arctic white (RAL 9016) and also available
in the trend finishes ferrum (RAL 7047), cement (RAL 7004), agate (RAL 7015) and
macchiato (RAL Design 060 60 05), see page 61
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SOMERSET/HIGHLAND | DOORS WITH BEADING
Simple, yet unique.
The Somerset and Highland series opens up a variety
of options. Regardless of whether you prefer the
panelled or aperture look, you will find the perfect
door. The face-fitted beading imparts profile and
character to the outline of the doors – and to your
home as well.

SOMERSET

| Type 1104 |

| Type 1104-LA |

PortaLit® BU 88 (flowery beech)

PortaLit® BU 88 (flowery beech)
motif Urbino

You can find all paints, woods, models and glass options in this series at
www.westag-tueren-konfigurator.de
| Type 1103 |
PortaLit® BU 88
(flowery beech)

Door leaf core options
hollow chipboard,
solid chipboard
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Door edge designs
see page 67

Highland door Type 2004-LA in PortaLit AH 74 (rustic maple), Altdeutsch K white glazing

HIGHLAND

| Type 2001 |

| Type 2001-LA |
motif Avantgarde

Rebate options
rebated
flush closing

| Type 2002 |

| Type 2002-LA |
clear glazing

| Type 2004 |

| Type 2004-LA |
clear glazing

Finish options
PortaLit® A 223, A 242, ES 242, AH 74, EiB 310, BU 88,
see page 54 et seq.
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DOORS WITH HPS (HIGH PRESSURE SURFACE) FINISHES

SURFACE PROPERTIES
ACC. TO DIN, EN, RAL 1)

PortaLit

Scratchresistant

Abrasionresistant

Shockproof

These doors are exposed to particularly high pressure
during manufacturing to create a special high-pressure
surface (HPS). The resulting pore-free layer is not only
scratch and abrasion resistant, but also highly insensitive
to dirt. This is why our PortaLit® doors, which are available
with perfect wood reproduction surfaces or brilliant solid
colour decors, are particularly wear-resistant.
Young families are not the only ones who benefit from the
useful properties of this versatile door. This classical door is
successfully used in medical practices, hotels and schools.

Cigarette-proof

Temperature
resistant

Steam-resistant

STRUCTURE OF THE PORTALIT® FINISH

Lightfast

Melamine coating
(protective film)
Wood reproduction or
solid colour decor

Insensitive to
stains

Shockproof substrate panel

Resistant to
standard household chemicals
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View an additional selection of 150 decors

You will find all decors at a

DIN 68765

DIN EN 85

in the complete GetaLit® HPL collection

scale of 1:1 in our ‘Living Space

DIN 68861

EN 14322/23

(HPL = High Pressure Laminate).

Collection’ brochure.

DIN 68861 7 A RAL RG 426

1)

THE WORLD OF LIGHT
DECOR

| A 242 | b
solid white

| ES 242 | b
white ash pore

RAL 9010

| A 222 | b

| A 223 | b

| A 320 | b

arctic white

classic white

sand

RAL 9016

RAL 9010

RAL 1015

| Pi 230 | t
pine white

Timeless and classically
white.
Brilliant colours in rooms
are best highlighted by light
coloured doors. Choose
your favourite decor from
this range of tones and
shades. Cool and elegant
arctic white underlines a
clear style in interior design,
while classic white and
white wood are friendly
and welcoming.

| PiC 230 | t
pine white cross

RAL/NCS specifications
are approximations of
the colour systems and
may deviate depending
on the surface finish.
| CB 225 | t
coco bolo white

b

The basic decors of the PortaLit®
finish are stylish classics for
contemporary living.

| LAE 246 | t
larch white

t

The trend decors of the PortaLit®
finish are ideal for modern interior
designs.
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DOORS WITH HPS (HIGH PRESSURE SURFACE) FINISHES

PortaLit

THE WORLD OF GREY DECOR
Grey colours have been
prominent in the furniture
industry for quite a while.
These calming hues have
a unifying effect in living
spaces. Our popular ‘soft
touch’ property has a
particularly modern feel.

| A 402 | b

| A 460 | t

| A 446 | t

| A 337 | t

| A 411 | t

light grey

ferrum

cement

macchiato

agate

RAL 7035

RAL 7047

RAL 7004

RAL Des. 060 60 05

RAL 7015

GREY WOOD
In combination with
stainless steel and glass,
these doors have a highvalue, appealing look.
Grey wood colours stand
out best in large, bright
rooms.
| Ei 727 | t

| EiC 424 | t

amber oak

platinum oak

cross

cross

| Ei 424 | t
platinum oak

| EiC 727 | t
amber oak

| Epic 473 | t

| Pi 11 | t

oak sicilia

light pine

| PiC 11 | t
light pine
cross

RAL/NCS specifications
are approximations of
the colour systems and
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may deviate depending

| UL 730 | t

on the surface finish.

velvet elm

| KA 750 | t
autumn chestnut

View an additional selection of 150 decors

You will find all decors at a

in the complete GetaLit® HPL collection

scale of 1:1 in our ‘Living Space

(HPL = High Pressure Laminate).

Collection’ brochure.

WARM WOOD

| AHB 99 | b
natural maple

| EiC 397 | t

| EiP 356 | b

black oak

oak italia

| AH 74 | b

These doors are genuine
jewels – and not only for
nature lovers. The bright,
gentle wood adapts
perfectly to every situation
your classical living style
requires, creating a very
cosy atmosphere.

rustic maple

| EiB 310 | b
pale oak

cross

| BU 336 | t
kent beech

| BU 88 | b
flowery beech

| BB 360 | t
modern pear

| BB 761 | t
classical pear

DARK WOOD
Dark wood has an
unusual, elegant look.
In a modern living
environment, these doors
set special accents and
clearly underline your
individual decoration style.
| NU 736 | b
walnut noce

b

| NUC 736 | b

| PiC 44 | t

walnut noce cross

pine grey cross

The basic PortaLit® finish decors are
classics with an assured sense of
style for contemporary living.

t

| WE 716 | b
wenge

The PortaLit® finish trend decors are
ideal for modern interior designs.
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DOORS WITH DECOR FILM FINISHES

DekoRit

The classical, versatile DekoRit® range makes an ideal
first introduction to design doors. Available in numerous
fashionable decors, the easy-care surface is easy to clean
with a damp cloth. The wood reproductions have a look
that is true to the natural original.
The perfect solution for price-conscious interior designers.

STRUCTURE OF THE DEKORIT® FINISH

Acrylic protective lacquer

Wood reproduction or
solid colour decor
Shockproof substrate panel
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SURFACE
PROPERTIES

Abrasionresistant

| Priming film |
brush-on
Temperature
resistant

Lightfast

| DE 75 |

| DE 24 |

| DES 25 |

maple majola*

solid white

white ash pore

Insensitive to
stains

RAL 9010

Resistant to
gentle cleaning
agents

| DEC 11 |

| DE 88 |

| DE 356 |

| DE 736 |

light pine cross

flowery beech

oak italia

walnut noce

| DE 74 |

| DE 30 |

| DEC 44 |

| DE 716 |

maple

pale oak

pine grey cross

wenge

You will find all decors at a scale of

Available with

1:1 in our ‘Living Space Collection’

rectangular

*	Glassbeads for vision panel
doors available only in

brochure.

edge only

stainless steel look
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GENUINE WOOD VENEER DOOR-SETS

SURFACE
PROPERTIES

WestaLife

Abrasionresistant

Temperature
resistant

Insensitive to
stains

These quality doors with genuine wood veneered surface are
truly unique. Thanks to their colour and texture, every door
is a unique item and a real eye catcher. All surfaces have an
environmentally friendly protective coating. You will be very
pleased with our stylish genuine wood doors.
STRUCTURE OF THE WESTALIFE® FINISH

AC protective lacquer
(multiple)

Genuine wood veneer
Shockproof substrate panel

| canadian maple |

| natural beech |

You will find all decors at a scale of
1:1 in our ‘Living Space Collection’
brochure.
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| natural oak |

Resistant to
gentle cleaning
agents

DOORS WITH LACQUER FINISH

SURFACE
PROPERTIES

WestaLack

Abrasionresistant

Temperature
resistant

Lightfast

The semi-gloss white or coloured lacquer finish consists of
several coats. It is abrasion resistant and has an elegant look.
The use of water soluble UV lacquers and solvent-free acrylic
UV lacquers ensures an environmentally friendly coating
process and represents our environmentally friendly processes.

Insensitive to
stains

Resistant to
gentle cleaning
agents

STRUCTURE OF THE WESTALACK® FINISH

UV-cured protective coating
(multiple)
UV-cured coloured
lacquer finish
(multiple)

For orders of one piece and
more, a lacquer finish in every
colour on the RAL, NCS or ACC

Shockproof substrate panel

chart is available.

t

WHITE LACQUER

| arctic white |

| classic white |

RAL 9016

RAL 9010

| white lacquer

1)

|

RAL 9010

TREND LACQUER

| ferrum | t

| cement | t

| macchiato | t

RAL 7047

RAL 7004

RAL Design

| agate | t
RAL 7015

060 60 05

t

Trend lacquer is available for plain doors or for selected
Design and Country House doors.

1)

	White lacquer: Finish structure

RAL/NCS specifications are approximations

similar to white lacquer. Protective

of the colour systems and may deviate

lacquer is ESH-hardened.

depending on the surface finish.
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OVERVIEW MATRIX OF ALL DECORS

PortaLit
Decor

Surface
structure

basic/
trend

RAL 1)
Classic

RAL 1)
Design

NCS 1)

Door edge

Matching
glassbead

RK-PS
Rectangular
narrow
RK-P
design
round edge round edge

Decor name

PORTALIT®
A 222

arctic white

soft touch

basic

RAL 9016

A 223

classic white

soft touch

basic

RAL 9010

A 242

solid white

classic touch

basic

RAL 9010

A 320

sand

classic touch

basic

RAL 1015

080 90 10

A 337

macchiato

soft touch

trend

RAL 7048

060 60 05

A 402

light grey

classic touch

basic

RAL 7035

S 2002-G



A 411

agate

soft touch

trend

RAL 7015

260 40 05

S 6502-B





A 446

cement

soft touch

trend

RAL 7004

000 65 00

S 4500-N



A 460

ferrum

soft touch

trend

RAL 7047

000 80 00

S 2000-N



AH 74

rustic maple

classic touch

basic



AHB 99

natural maple

classic touch

basic



BB 360

modern pear

nature touch

trend







BB 761

classic pear

nature touch

trend







BU 336

kent beech

nature touch

trend





BU 88

flowery beech

classic touch

basic



CB 225

coco bolo white

soft touch

trend





Ei 424

platinum oak

nature touch

trend





Ei 727

amber oak

nature touch

trend





EiB 310

pale oak

classic touch

basic



EiC 397

black oak cross

nature touch

trend







EiC 424

platinum oak cross

nature touch

trend







EiC 727

amber oak cross

nature touch

trend





EiP 356

oak italia

classic touch

basic



EiP 473

oak sicilia

soft touch

trend



ES 242

white ash pore

classic touch

basic



KA 750

autumn chestnut

soft touch

trend



LAE 246

larch white

soft touch

trend



NU 736

walnut noce

classic touch

basic



NUC 736

walnut noce cross

classic touch

basic



Pi 11

light pine

soft touch

trend



Pi 230

pine white

soft touch

trend

PiC 11

light pine cross

soft touch

PiC 230

pine white cross

soft touch

PiC 44

pine grey cross

UL 730
WE 716

100 90 05

S 0502-G









S 0500-N









S 0502-G







S 1005-Y30R


































































































trend









trend









soft touch

trend









velvet elm

soft touch

trend









wenge

classic touch

basic







For GetaLit®, the ‘classic touch’ designation includes parchment, pore
EB and pore F PortaLit® finishes. PortaLit® ‘soft touch’ is equivalent to
GetaLit pearl matt, and PortaLit® ‘nature touch’ is GetaLit® Sentira.
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The names used for surface structures are either GetaLit® or PortaLit®.

1)



RAL/NCS specifications are approximations of the colour systems and may deviate depending on the surface finish.



FINISH OPTIONS DEKORIT® · WESTALACK® · WESTALIFE®

DekoRit
Decor

RAL 1)
Classic

RAL 1)
Design

NCS 1)

Decor name

Door edge

Matching
glassbead

Rectangular
design

RK-P
round edge

DEKORIT®
DE 24

solid white







DE 30

pale oak

RAL 9010

S 0502-G







DE 356

oak italia







DE 716

wenge







DE 736

walnut noce







DE 74

maple







DE 75

maple majola





Stainless steel look

DE 88

flowery beech







DEC 11

light pine cross



DEC 44

pine grey cross







DES 25

white ash pore













Priming film, brush-on



WestaLack
Lacquering

White lacquer/
Trend lacquer

RAL 1)
Classic

RAL 1)
Design

NCS 1)

Door edge

Suitable
glassbead

Rectangular
design

RK-S
round edge

S 0502-G







S 0500-N













WESTALACK®
arctic white

White lacquer

RAL 9016

classic white

White lacquer

RAL 9010

lacquer white

White lacquer

RAL 9010

agate

Trend lacquer

RAL 7015

260 40 05

S 6502-B







ferrum

Trend lacquer

RAL 7047

000 80 00

S 2000-N







cement

Trend lacquer

RAL 7004

000 65 00

S 4500-N







macchiato

Trend lacquer

RAL 7048

060 60 05







100 90 05

WestaLife
Veneer

Door edge

Matching
glassbead

Rectangular
design

RK-E
round edge

canadian maple







natural beech







natural oak







WESTALIFE®

1)

RAL/NCS specifications are approximations of the colour systems and may deviate depending on the surface finish.
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GLAZING COLLECTION

Glazing – available for all door models with vison panels

For larger vision
panels, we
Clear glass 1)

Grey 1)

Satinato 1)

Pave white 1)

Uadi 1)

Ornament 504 1)

recommend safety
glass in compliance
with DIN, which
is available for
many types of
glass. You can find
large illustrations
at a scale of 1:1 in

Gothic 1)

Altdeutsch K
white

Altdeutsch K
bronze

Chinchilla 1)

Cathedral

our ‘Living Space

Silvit 1)

Collection’ brochure.
We use glass types
from different
manufacturers and
therefore may use
similar versions.

Thela

Maris

Masterpoint 1)

Masterligne 1)

Ice Flower 1)

Faceting
Ice Flower

Faceting Satinato

Faceting
Clear glazing

Mastercarree 1)

Royal King

Metropol line as sandblasted glazing options for door models 2204, 2209, 2212 (upper inlay only),
2504-LB, 2505-LB-Q, 2507-LB-Q, 3504-LB and 3505-LB-Q
The Metropol motifs adapt to various
inlay heights of the previously
mentioned types, while maintaining
the relevant proportions.
Metropol Berlin

Metropol Hamburg

Metropol Dortmund

Metropol Dresden

Metropol Cologne

Metropol Leipzig

Metropol Munich

Metropol Ruhr Valley

1)
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Available as safety glazing

Sandblasted glazing options for the View, Lineo, Westaline door models and many vision panel models

2 Lines 2)

3x9

Avant
Garde

Curves

Diskret

Double
Liner

Fourliner

Haldis

Leaves

Lines

Oban

Picco Lines

Spider

Spoleto

Straight

Taro

Taveno

Urbino

All sandblasted glazings are executed as safety
glass and are also available in the colours parsol
grey and bronze.
For figures with sandblasted glass: the light side

Ballade 5)

is sandblasted glazing and the dark side is clear
glazing. All sandblasted glazings are also available
in reversed matting.

Romance 5)

Sandblasted glazing for the View, Lineo, Westaline door models and
for vision panel models LA-1, LA-1D, LA-1B

3x9

Curves

Diskret

Double
Liner

Fourliner 3)

Haldis

Leaves

Lines

Picco Lines

Snake

2)

Line arrangement adapted for View Type 2300 and 2301

3)

Matches the line arrangement of Lineo type 3505-LB and Westaline 2505-LB exactly (see page 31/37)

4)

Only for door models 2204, 2209, 2212 (upper inlay only), 2504-LB, 2505-LB-Q, 2507-LB-Q, 3504-LB and 3505-LB-Q

Spider

Straight

Taveno
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QUALITY DOORS BY WESTAG

Made in Germany
Westag & Getalit can look back on more than 100 years of company history. We are one of the
leading manufacturers of derived timber and plastic products. In the course of the past decades, we
have become familiar with our customers' needs and enjoy satisfying them.
Doors by Westag make your rooms perfect with respect to look and function. Choose among
our wide range of products. Their design and mechanical properties will impress you. Modern or
traditional, which type will you choose? In every case, you will obtain a top quality product made in
Germany. Perfect doors for enjoyable interiors. Today and for the future.

ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY PRODUCTION
Westag & Getalit AG is the first manufacturer entitled to bear
the ‘Blue Angel’ ecology label on their range of doors and
door frames. This creates transparency for the company.
Consumers are assured that our doors and frames are high
quality and environmentally friendly.
The Blue Angel takes the entire product life cycle into account.
It promotes the use of wood from sustainable forestry and
low-emission wood-based products. RAL GmbH certifies
manufacturers according to the ‘RAL-UZ 38’ basic award
criteria for low-emission wood and wood-based products. You
will find further information at www.westag-getalit.de.

ISO 9001 CERTIFICATION
Our company complies with rigorous management standards
(DIN EN ISO 9001:2008). Adherence to this philosophy
without compromises and seamless supervision of all products
are a focus of our daily activities. Our corporate quality goals
are not only supported by our in-house laboratory but also
through the expertise of independent external auditors and
the implementation of the stringent control measures imposed
during their audits.
The RAL quality mark for interior doors is further evidence of
the success of these efforts.

FSC AND PEFC DERTIFICATION
Environmental friendliness is not just a passing fad – to us, it’s
a matter of course.
By providing FSC® and PEFC™ certification for our products,
we stand for sustainable, ecology-orientated thinking in our
daily operations. Our products comply with the current
requirements of public tenders.
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DOOR STRUCTURES

Door edge options
RECTANGULAR EDGE
Available in all finishes.

POSTFORMING ROUND EDGE RK-PS(narrow)
Available for PortaLit® decors in the soft touch and
nature touch surface finishes.

POSTFORMING ROUND EDGE RK-P
Available for PortaLit® decors in the soft touch
and classic touch surface finishes and for decors
in the DekoRit® surface finish.
INLAID ROUND EDGE RK-E
Available in the WestaLife® (genuine wood veneer)
surface finish.

SEGMENTAL ARCH EDGE RK-S
Available in the WestaLack® surface finish (white
lacquer and trend lacquers).

Door leaf cores
SPECIAL HONEYCOMB CORE
For interior doors with low requirements for
price-conscious builders.

TUBULAR CHIP WEB CORE
The ideal compromise between special honeycomb and hollow chipboard core (available with
PortaLit® finish).

HOLLOW CHIPBOARD CORE
For solid building construction and the qualityconscious builder. Our recommendation for
interior doors.
SOLID CHIPBOARD CORE
For doors exposed to high wear and flat entrance
doors complying with noise protection requirements in combination with a floor seal.
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DOORFRAMES

Wooden wrap-around frames
Wooden wrap-around frames offer a highly versatile range of applications and satisfy the most
discerning requirements.
They are available for all standard wall thicknesses with architraves widths of up to 100 mm. You
can choose among a variety of versions in any style from modern to classical. The flush closing
versions are in line with the trend to integrating the door and the frame to fuse elegantly at the
surface.

Rebated

Flush-closing
STANDARD WOODEN FRAME WITH
ROUNDED EDGES
Suitable for all door leaves with rectangular
or round edges. The frame is also available
with architrave widths of 65, 75, 80, 90 and
100 mm as a special option. Available in all
finishes.

55 mm

55 mm

55 mm

55 mm

55 mm

55 mm

WOODEN FRAME WITH RECTANGULAR
EDGES
Suitable for all door leaves with rectangular
edges. The frame is also available with
architrave widths of 65, 75, 80, 90 and
100 mm as a special option. Available in the
WestaLife® finish.
Our recommendation for flush closing door
leaves with rectangular edges.
PROFILED WOODEN FRAME P1
The profiled architrave goes well with our
‘Provence’ Country House doors. Available for
the WestaLack® classic white (RAL 9010) surface
finish.

65 mm

65 mm

CROWNED WOODEN FRAME P2
Modern look with an appealing rounded architrave. Available in the PortaLit® A 223 (classic
white), AH 74 (rustic maple), BU 88 (flowery
beech) and WestaLack® classic white (RAL 9010)
surface finishes.

65 mm
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65 mm

Frame dimension determination for wooden wrap-around frames
The table below will help you to determine the correct ordering size for your frame.

Rebated
Size to order (mm)

65 1)

70

80

100

125

145

165

185

Adjustment range: from

65

70

80

100

121

141

161

181

75

80

90

116

141

161

181

201

Size to order (mm)

205

225

240

270

290

310

330 3)

Adjustment range: from

201

221

236

266

286

306

326

221

241

256

286

306

326

346

Size to order (mm)

80 2)

100 2)

125

145

165

185

Adjustment range: from

80

100

121

141

161

181

90

116

141

161

181

201

to

to
Flush-closing

to
Size to order (mm)

205

225

240

270

290

310

330 3)

Adjustment range: from

201

221

236

266

286

306

326

221

241

256

286

306

326

346

to
1)
2)
3)

Min. wall thickness WestaLife® 70 mm
Min. wall thickness 80 mm (rounded jamb plate/rounded architrave) or 100 mm (other designs)
Available wall thickness up to 620 mm

Special frames
Block frames have a completely different look and are popular among architects as well.
Depending on the structure and installation in the wall opening, a difference is made between
edge frames and butt frames:
EDGE FRAMES
Suitable for door openings
where the clear passage should
only be reduced slightly and
for low wall thicknesses (not
in combination with draught
excluders).
BUTT FRAMES
Used in walls without brickwork
abutment; also available in conjunction with draught excluder.
In this case, special door sizes
are required for standard wall
openings.
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SLIDING DOOR SYSTEMS

Range of applications for sliding door systems
Sliding doors are a space-saving alternative in places where a standard door (hinged door) cannot
be used. Sliding doors that run in front of the wall can be installed in retrospect without any
problems. Sliding doors that run inside the wall require a two-shell wall structure (minimum spacing
50 mm, minimum wall thickness 165 mm). These doors disappear completely inside the wall when
they are opened. The ‘ready-made cabinet’ version is suitable for the commercially available
prefabricated cabinet systems of various manufacturers.

Sliding door systems running in front of the wall

Single-leaf
without frame,
without posts

Double-leaf
without frame

Single-leaf
with frame,
without posts

Double-leaf
with frame

Single-leaf
without frame,
lockable with
posts

Sliding doors running in front of the wall are
screwed directly to the wall or can be combined
with a standard passageway frame. They are
equipped on both sides with circular shell
handles.
If the sliding door must be lockable or are
intended for a bathroom, the version with
circular deadlock and posts must be used.

Single-leaf with
frame, lockable
with posts
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Sliding doors running in front of the wall can
also be assembled subsequently on an existing
frame.

Sliding door systems running inside the wall

Single-leaf, optionally
lockable (with frame)

Double-leaf,
optionally
lockable
(with frame)

Single-leaf ready-made
cabinet, optionally
lockable (with frame)

Double-leaf
ready-made
cabinet,
optionally
lockable
(with frame)

DIN closing directions for sliding doors: DIN direction = Closing direction

DIN direction
right

DIN direction
left

DIN direction
right

DIN direction
left

Handles for sliding doors

Shell handle
Plastic
Ø approx. 65 mm

Shell handle
Stainless steel
Ø approx. 75 mm

Shell handle F2
oval
(for Provence
series only)

Push handle stainless steel
Length 900 mm
(only for solid chipboard
doors)
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FUNCTIONAL DOORS

What does ‘burglar-resistant door’ actually mean?
When choosing an apartment entrance door, particular attention should be paid to burglar
resistance. Why? Because a burglary is committed somewhere in Germany every two minutes.
Doors of the
‘Provence’ series,
other Design and
Country House
doors and various
decors are optionally
available with
profiles, coatings or

Westag & Getalit doors give you security. Our door-sets are available in various resistance classes.
They are tested according to DIN and EU standards and have test certificates and the corresponding
markings. We recommend the optionally available three-point locking system and an additional
hinge side protection to protect the door from being levered open. An additional spyhole allows
you to take a look at every caller before opening the door.
It’s better to be safe than sorry!

lacquers on both or
only one side of the
door.
This is particularly

Fitting a burglar-resistant door-set

suitable for use in
multi-storey blocks

1.

where the doors in

(Three locking points,
highest level of security)

the common staircase should all look
the same.

Three-point locking

2.

Lowerable floor seal
reduces draught and keeps
noise out reliably

3.

Floor seal with (left)
opened and (right)
closed door for
soundproofing

4.

Three-part special hinge, for
higher tear-out resistance

5.

4.

1.
5.

1.

4.

1.

Spyhole

2.

3.

2.

Recommendations for use acc. to resistance class
as per DIN EN V 1627-30 and EN 1627-30

We recommend
doors with
resistance class 2.

Burglar/intrusion profile

Security requirements

WK 1)

RC 2)

Casual burglar using simple
lever tools

Standard security level for apartment
entrance exposed to an average risk

2

2

Casual burglar using heavy
lever tools

Increased security level for apartment
entrance exposed to a high risk

3

3

These types offer
you solid protection
against intrusion
and burglary.
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1)

Widerstandsklasse

2)

Resistance Class

Soundproofing
Noise makes you ill. Everyone has known this for a long time and we think that it is a good reason
to optimize soundproofing in everyday life. WESTAG & GETALIT’s apartment entrance door programme meets all soundproofing and security requirements of DIN 4109, so not only the noise is
kept out.

Our tip: The
installation of
soundproofing doors

Soundproofing
class

Laboratory
test result

SK27

32 dB

Standard apartment entrance door
(minimal requirement acc. to DIN 4109)

SK32

37 dB

Apartment entrance door with more convenience

42 dB

Apartment entrance door leading directly into the living
area, without vestibule (recommended for increased
soundproofing as per DIN 4109, Supplement 2)

SK37

Recommendation for use

not only makes
sense for commercial or industrial
buildings. Installing
a soundproof door
for the children’s
room can be of
great service.

Fire protection/Smoke protection
Our fire-rated doors adapt perfectly to your living situation. To look at them, you can hardly distinguish them from non-rated interior doors. In addition to fire-rated doors, we also offer combined
versions for additional smoke protection requirements and pure smoke protection doors.
Door structure

Function

Fire-rated doors
(in acc. with DIN 4102 and
DIN EN 1634)

Protection against fire for 30, 60 or 90 minutes.

Smoke protection doors
(in acc. with DIN 18095 and
DIN EN 1634)

Fire/smoke
protection doors
establish functional
and harmonious
transitions from the
living space to the

Prevention of penetration by smoke that contains toxic
gases and impairs vision

garage or the boiler
room.

Humid areas/Wet areas
Whether in combination with a stainless steel frame or a humid area frame, this door-set is always
the appropriate solution. Its special framing structure and core prevent the absorption of humidity
and moisture. The RAL GZ 426 quality mark, according to which our doors have been tested, is
evidence of this. An additional benefit is the fact that these doors look like standard doors.
Door structure

Definition acc. to RAL GZ 426/3

Humid area doors

Occasional action of water with drying periods, caused
by splash water during daily cleaning or by condensation of water on the surface during longer showering.

Wet area doors

Installation of
these doors in
high-humidity rooms,
such as bathrooms
without windows or
rooms with saunas,
can be practical.

For long-term moisture with drying periods and
frequent water-splashing

All of the functions described on this double page can be freely combined in any door-set.
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DIMENSIONS

We cannot dispense completely with technical knowledge!
ABS, ASR, ESP: It is almost impossible to buy a car today without a basic understanding of modern
technical features. Fortunately, this is much easier when buying doors. Nevertheless, the knowledge
of some technical terms is required as well. On the following pages, we try to make difficult things
as simple as possible for you. We will help you to find and order the right new door.
Independent of the

On the following pages, we try to make things as simple as possible for you.

DIN dimensions
specified in the table
on the right, we can
manufacture doors
in almost every size
up to 2485 x

DIN dimensions for doors and frames

1290 mm.
For most Design and
Country House
doors, sizes up to
2110 x 985 mm are

Door leaf size
(rebated)

Door leaf size
(flush closing)

Minimum wall
opening

Recommended
wall opening

Width in mm (of wooden frames)
610

584

635

650

doors with

735

709

760

775

non-standard sizes,

860

834

885

900

available. With

the profiles are kept

985

959

1010

1025

lateral surfaces are

1110

1084

1135

1150

matched to the

1235

1209

1260

1275

constant and the

required size.

Height in mm (of wooden frames)
1985

1972

2005

2010

2110

2097

2130

2135

Important technical terms for door dimensions
Door leaf size
Frame rebate size

Frame passageway size
Minimum wall opening
Recommended wall opening

Maximum wall opening
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TECHNICAL TERMS

Closing directions according to DIN

DIN direction left
The hinges are on the
left-hand side when the door is closed.

DIN direction right
The hinges are on the
right-hand side when the door is closed.

Climate classes and duty groups
When selecting your door or frame you should pay particular attention to the climate class and duty
group. Doors from Westag & Getalit bear the RAL quality mark, which certifies that a product has been
manufactured in compliance with high, standardized quality criteria. The recommendations for use
in accordance with RAL GZ 426 keep you on the safe side when realizing your construction project.
I
Low

II
Medium

HoneySolid
comb
chipbd.
Tubular
chip web
Hollow
chipbd.
Place of use

III
High
Solid
chipbd.

N
M
Normal Medium
Honeycomb
Tubular
chip web
Hollow
chipbd.

Door leaf climate class

E
Extreme

Tubular
Solid
Solid
chip web chipbd. chipbd. 1)
Hollow
chipbd.
Solid
chipbd.

K

K

Children’s room, kitchen,
storeroom

K

K

Bathroom, WC

K

K

The use of the
appropriate climate
class prevents
warping if the
temperatures vary
considerably on

Door leaf duty group

Interior doors leading
to the living room, study,
bedroom

either side of the
door.

K

Apartment entrance door

K

Attic doors

K

Basement doors

S
High

K
K

K

K

Classrooms, barracks,
canteen kitchens,
laboratories

K

1)

Only with appropriate frame structure and fittings
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TYPE OVERVIEW

Basic vision panel shapes

Basic door:
plain door

LA-1000

LA-DIN

LA-100

LA-3

LA-3Q

LA-KR
350

LA-40

LA-18-21.5

LA-1

LA-1D

LA-1B

Muntins for the vision panel door
types LA-1, LA-1D, LA-1B

Muntins for the vision panel door types LA-DIN

Basic door:
LA-1

Basic door:
LA-DIN

LA-1
Type 1.1

LA-1
Type 1.2

LA-1
Type 1.3

LA-DIN
Type 1

LA-DIN
Type 2

Type 2211

Type 2212

LA-DIN
Type 3

LA-DIN
Type 4

LA-DIN
Type 5

View – Framed glass doors and doors with inlays
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Type 2100

Type 2201

Type 2202

Type 2203

Type 2204

Type 2209

Type 2300

Type 2301

Type 2302

Type 2303

Type 23041LB

Type 23042LB

1)

Model available with matching
Fourliner sandblasted glazing.

Style

Cappio

Freestyle

Ornamento

Straight

Vario

Plano

Vario

Plano

Smartline

Type 5505

Westaline – Design doors with grooving

Type 2501

Type 2504

Type 2501-LB Type 2502

Type 2504-LB

Type 2505

Type 2502-LB

Type 2503

Type 2503LB

Type 2505LB-Q

Type 2505LB 1)

Type 2507

Lineo – Design doors with strip inserts in a
stainless steel look

Type 3501

Type 3504

Type 3501-LB

Type 3502

Type 3504-LB Type 3505

Type 2507LB-Q

Type 2508

Type 2509

Type 2510

Type 2511

Antea – Design doors
with restrained frames

Type 3502-LB

Type 3503

Type 3503-LB

Type 3505LB-Q

Type 3505LB 1)

Type 3506

Type 8101D
Glass

Type 8201D
Panel

Type 8301D
Groove

Type 8101DS Type 8201DS Type 8301DS
Glass
Panel
Groove
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TYPE OVERVIEW

Provence – Country House doors with deep-drawn profiles

Type 4001LA

Type 4001-LA
muntin 1

Type 4002

Type 4003

Type 4003-LA

Type
4004-Q

Type 4004

Type 4002-LA Type 4002-LA Type 4002-LA Type 4002-LA Type 4002-LA
muntin 3
muntin 4
muntin 10
muntin 11

Type 4004-Q- Type 4004-Q- Type 4004-Q- Type 4004-Q- Type 4004-Q- Type 4004-QLA
LA
LA
2LA
2LA
3LA
muntin 14
muntin 15
muntin 13

Type 4004- Type 4004-2LA Type 4004-LA Type 4004-LA Type 4004-LA
2LA
muntin 12
muntin 6
muntin 7

Type 4001- Type 4001-B-LA Type 4002-B
B-LA
muntin 2

Type 4002B-LA

Type 4002-B- Type 4002-B- Type 4002-B-LA
LA muntin 5 LA muntin 8
muntin 9

Frame applications for Provence series

The frame applications are available for all Provence door models.
Type 4004 is just an example.

Type 4004
Application
Classic
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Type 4004
Application
Country
House

Somerset – Country House doors with roof-type beading

Type 1103

Type 1104

Type 1104LA

Highland – Country House doors with roof-type beading

Type 2001

Type 2001LA

Type 2002

Type 2002LA

Type 2004

Type 2004LA

Double-leaf and storey-high door-sets

Double-leaf
element

Element
with
overpanel

Element
with
fanlight

Double-leaf element
with overpanel

Double-leaf element
with fanlight

Draught excluder elements

Door-set with one
side panel

Element with
two side panels

Door-set with side
panel and fanlight

Door-set with two
side panels and fanlight

Subject to technical and constructive modifications
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